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Playing a 
cover of 

Blink 182’s 
song “Down,” 

seniors JT 
Thomas and 

Robby 
Friedlein  

perform at the 
North Street 

Coffeehouse. 
Thomas and 

Friedlein also  
performed this 

song, as well 
as other cover 
songs, at this 

year’s Frau 
Fest under 
the name 

of Prestige 
Worldwide. 

(crystal 
friedman)

Sophomore 
Jenni 
Wyandt 
brings 
down the 
tempo of 
the many 
musical 
perfor-
mances 
by reading 
a piece of 
personal 
poetry that 
she wrote 
for creative 
writing 
class 
last year. 
(crystal 
friedman)

Using India ink and watercolors, senior Holly 
Edmondson created this piece called “Senioritis.” She 
was required to make this drawing while sitting in the 
hallway.   (crystal friedman)

Practicing blind contour drawing, senior Josh 
Grezinger brought out the emotion in his 
art through the various mixtures of colors.   
(crystal friedman)

Sophomore Joyce Moon made a piece of 
cheesecake for a project in which students had  
to recreate a piece of food that would be seen 
in a restaurant . (crystal friedman)

Senior Erin 
Kennedy 
created this 
hand out 
of wire and 
driftwood that 
was gathered 
by Sculpture 1 
teacher Zach 
Smithey. One 
piece of wood 
resembled a 
thumb and 
forefinger, 
inspiring 
Kennedy to 
create the 
skeleton 
looking hand.  
(crystal 
friedman)

Sophomore 
Ellice 

Estrada reads 
a piece of her 
own poetry to 
the audience.  

One of her 
favorite 

poems she 
shared, which 

had been 
about a daisy, 

was written 
in dedication 
to a student 

at North who 
comforted her 
during a tough 

time in her 
life. (crystal 

friedman)
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Senior Nick 
Marquart 
reads a piece 
of original 
poetry entitled 
“When Will It 
Ever End.”  
Marquart 
wrote the 
poem during 
freshman year 
in response 
to the various 
cliques seen 
in high school 
(crystal 
friedman)

Juniors Seve 
Manzoor and  

Jacob 
Robinson 
both sing 
and play 

guitar. They 
performed an 
original song  

called “Told 
But Never 

Spoken” for 
which they  
wrote the 

music and 
lyrics. (lydia 

ness)

Claiming to 
read a 
personal poem  
depicting the 
complications 
of her love 
life, senior 
Erin Kennedy 
actually reads 
the lyrics to 
Lady Gaga’s  
song “Poker 
Face.”  
Kennedy 
enjoys 
hearing the 
poetry at the 
Coffeehouse, 
but chose to 
perform a 
parody of the     
song in order 
to lighten the 
mood from 
some of the 
more serious 
works of art. 
(crystal 
friedman)

Seniors David 
Tecklenburg 
and Shelby 
Misuraco 
perform 
“Never Alone” 
by Barlow Girl.  
Misuraco also 
performed 
earlier in the 
day singing 
“Feel This” by 
Bethany Joy 
Galeottwith 
senior Leslie 
Gaines. 
Tecklenburg 
also sang and 
played guitar 
in a duet 
with senior 
Chrissy 
Lentini. 
(crystal 
friedman)  

Sophomore Liz Leonard and senior Thom Loeffler practice performing the song “Love Story” 
by Taylor Swift between a passing period. Originally, Leonard was singing “Bless the Broken 
Road” by Rascal Flatts, but decided to switch songs and have Loeffler accompany her with 
acoustic guitar. (crystal friedman)


